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MAGNA Publications 20 Minute Mentor:  
“How can backward design make my course more accessible?” 
 
Slide 1: MAGNA Publications Presents “How can backward design make my course more 
accessible?” 
Slide 2: Presenter: Elizabeth G. Harrison, Ph.D. Director, Ryan C. Harris Learning Teaching 
Center’s Office of Learning Resources and Associate Director, Ryan C. Harris Learning Teaching 
Center, University of Dayton  eharrison1@udayton.edu  
Slide 3: Backward design is… 
• A way to design a course or lesson (or anything) 
• That begins with your end goals 
• And aligns all design choices with those goals. 
Slide 4: Backward design is… 
1. What do I want my students to know, be able to do, value? (outcomes) 
2. How will I know my students are there? (observable evidence) 
3. What do my students need in order to learn and demonstrate their learning?  
Slide 5: What is it important for students to spent time doing in order to meet the learning 
goals for the course? How can I give all students equitable opportunity to do that? 
Slide 6: What do my students need in order to learn and demonstrate their learning? 
• Content 
• Experiences and practice: activities, products (written, oral, performative, creative…) 
Slide 7: Ask yourself: 
• What are the goals for this assignment? 
• What am I assuming? 
• What is really essential? 
In relation to the products you’re requiring for your course (written, oral, performative, 
creative…) 
Slide 8: Vary types of assignments 
Give students a choice or vary types of assignments across the course 
Slide 9: Be flexible  
Consider various media. Give students a choice. Have students work together. 
Slide 10: Our goal is 
Equitable opportunity for students to achieve course goals, so remember: multiplicity and flexibility.  
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Ask yourself: What are the goals for the activity? What am I assuming students can do? What is 
essential? How can I redesign to make it more inclusive?  
Slide 11: Let’s think about: Q & A time in class. 
Ask yourself: What are the goals for the activity? What am I assuming students can do? What is 
essential? How can I redesign to make it more inclusive?  
Slide 12: Talking with students with disabilities 
If a student discloses a disability: Explain how you’ve designed for accessibility. Invite the 
student to talk with you if things aren’t working. Invite the student to suggest what would work. 
Explain what is essential to the course. 
Slide 13: Talking with students with disabilities 
If you have questions as to whether a student is able to do the work required: Examine your 
assumptions about what is essential. Dialogue with the student. Be flexible. 
Slide 14: Our goal is to provide all students with equitable opportunity to participate and learn 
in our courses. 
Slide 15: We’d like to know what you think! 
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A Short Guide to Inclusive, Learning-centered Course Design 
Introduction 
It is no longer “news” to say that we live in a diverse world, and today our college campuses 
reflect this reality more than ever before. In our classes we see students with a wide variety of 
backgrounds, abilities, and motivations. 
The landscape of teaching is also continually changing. Research in neuroscience, psychology, 
and education enriches our understanding of how people learn. Ever newer technology emerges 
to challenge our assumptions about what teaching and learning “should” look like. And calls for 
accountability in tough fiscal times ask for evidenc  of the learning that takes place in our 
colleges and universities.  
As a result of these mounting changes, we are urged to shift our focus as faculty from what and 
how we are teaching to what and how (and if!) students are learning, and we’re asked to collect 
evidence of their learning. Yet for many faculty this is new terrain.  
This Short Guide to Inclusive, Learning-centered Course Design presents a set of simple 
conceptual tools to help you design (or redesign) your courses for this new terrain, that is, with a 
learning-centered focus. Our goal is to help you design your courses around your answers to 
three questions: 
 What do I want my students to learn as a result of this course? 
 How can I know what my students have learned? 
 How can I ensure that all my students have an equitable opportunity to learn and to 
demonstrate their learning in my course? 
The guide was created to be used by an individual faculty member working alone. That said, 
many faculty find that talking with colleagues—especially colleagues in different academic 
fields—as well as with a faculty developer while working through the design process provides 
both useful feedback and a wealth of helpful insight and ideas. Another valuable partner in your 
course design process can be a disability services professional who will help you consider issues 
of access to learning that can no longer be left out of our work as faculty. 
There are many excellent materials available in prit and online that provide expositions and 
interpretations of research, justifications for current trends in teaching and learning, and extended 
processes for examining and changing one’s approach t  teaching. A select few are listed in the 
Resources section at the end of this guide. 
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The typical course design process 
Let’s look at the typical process of designing and teaching a course. Does this sound like what 
you do? 
1. Identify an idea for a course. It might be something you’ve always wanted to teach a 
course about or a course your department has asked you to teach. 
2. Design the course. For many faculty this is a very iterative process involving synthesis of 
many types of information including what you want to cover in the course, requirements 
from the department, relevant reading materials, ideas for assignments and tests, the 
school calendar, and your past experience. 
3. Teach the course (after it has been approved and scheduled through your institution’s 
established processes). This usually involves some a ount of adjustment in light of the 
reality of time constraints and of the population of students in the class.  
4. Calculate final grades, often relying heavily on a fin l exam or project as evidence of 
how much a student has learned in the course. 
5. Reflect on how the course went and how students did and take note of improvements to 
be made for the next time you teach it.  
If we look carefully at this process, we can see that it centers on our thoughts as disciplinary and 
subject matter experts and as more or less experienc d teachers. Though we may think about the 
type of students we expect to take the course, in general we make decisions about the design of 
the course based on what we think will work best in light of what we want the course to cover. 
A new course design process: Backward design 
Grant Wiggins and Jay McTighe introduced the concept of “backward design” in 1998 in their 
book Understanding by Design and explain in the expanded second edition (2005): 
Deliberate and focused instructional design requires us as teachers and curriculum writers 
to make an important shift in our thinking about the nature of our job. The shift involves 
thinking a great deal, first, about the specific learnings sought, and the evidence of such 
learnings, before thinking about what we, as the teach r, will do or provide in teaching 
and learning activities. Though considerations about what to teach and how to teach it 
may dominate our thinking as a matter of habit, the c allenge is to focus first on the 
desired learnings from which appropriate teaching will logically follow.   (p. 14) 
In this model, the design of a course proceeds fromdeliberate consideration of what we want the 
students to learn in it, as do choices of content and method. If we redraw the process above in 
this light, it would begin in the same place, with the idea for a course, but then shift: 
1. Identify an idea for a course. It might be something you’ve always wanted to teach a 
course about or a course your department has asked you to teach. 
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2. Design the course guided by the following question: 
a. Articulate your goals for student learning in the course: In general, overarching 
terms what do I want my students to learn? 
And because our main concern in this process is studen  learning, we must then consider a series 
of linked questions: 
b. How will I know my students have attained these goals? In other words what, 
specifically, will my students know, be able to do,and/or value as a result of this 
course? In assessment language, these are your Student Learning Outcomes. 
c. What will I ask my students to do in order to demonstrate what they have learned? 
And how can I design the course assessments so as to give every student equitable 
opportunity to demonstrate their learning? The answer to this question is the 
assessment methods you will use throughout the course. 
d. What do students need to know or experience in order to be able to successfully 
demonstrate their learning through the assessment mthods I choose? This will 
suggest the content and activities that need to be included in the course, and on 
what timeline, in order for the students to be appro riately prepared for the 
assessments. And as in (4) above, this question calls on us to design so that all our 
students have equitable opportunity to acquire information and engage in the 
course.  
The “Guide to Backward Design of Courses” chart thais part of this Short Guide lays out steps 
(2a) through (2d) in a format that is easy to refer to during your planning process. Here we will 
offer some ideas for each step. 
(2a) Overall goals 
This is the most general, visionary statement about y r course, and it may be dictated as much 
by where your course fits into the major or program in which it is housed as by your own desires 
for it. Wiggins and McTighe suggest thinking in terms of big ideas or “enduring 
understandings,” the important kernels of the course that we want our students to retain long 
after the course is over (16). Thus for a chemistry course one goal might be “Understand how 
data is collected in a chemistry lab, how that data is evaluated, and how it is reported.” 
Thinking in terms of three types of goals may help you articulate unspoken goals: knowledge 
(what you want your students to know), skill (what you want your students to be able to do), and 
affective goals (what you want your students to value as a result of this class). The chemistry 
goal above is a knowledge goal. A skill goal for the same class might be “Be able to perform 
basic lab techniques,” and an affective goal might be “Develop a deep curiosity about the 
workings of the natural world” (Harrison 2006). 
The goals you articulate in this step might become part of the course description in your syllabus. 
(2b) Student Learning Outcomes  (SLO) 
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While goals express the broad picture of a course, SLOs specify in more concrete terms what we 
expect students to learn. And again, it is helpful to think in terms of the three categories of 
knowledge, skills, and affective outcomes. Each goal can be broken down into one or more SLO. 
For example, a knowledge goal in a humanities course might read “Understand the basic 
elements of a Confucian world view.” Two SLOs associated with this goal might be “Students 
will be able to identify and explain the classical b sis for five Confucian elements in a new text” 
and “Students will be able to create and justify a scenario in which characters behave in valid 
Confucian ways.”  
SLOs are the first step in the assessment process, b cause they are statements of behaviors or 
products that will allow us to observe what our students have learned. Goals are so general and 
overarching that it would be hard to give evidence for their attainment--in that sense goals are 
aspirational. SLOs are concrete and practical, and a well-written SLO will almost immediately 
suggest methods of assessment that could be used as evidence of student learning. 
We do need to pay attention to the question of granularity here. You could attempt to compose 
SLOs for each of the very specific bits you want your students to learn in the course. Thus the 
humanities course mentioned above could have an SLO for each Confucian virtue (students will 
be able to identify and explain the Confucian virtue of loyalty; students will be able to identify 
and explain the Confucian virtue of ren, humanity, etc.) rather than the more general “Students 
will be able to identify and explain the classical b sis for five Confucian elements . . .”  
If that level of specificity is useful to you as you begin to define your course, then by all means 
pursue it. We suggest, however, that you keep that complete list for your own reference and use a 
subset of slightly more general SLOs to aim for in the course. Or, alternatively, select 3-5 SLOs 
that you want to focus on in this particular offering of your course. That will sharpen your focus 
on the student learning in those areas and make the proc ss of collecting assessment evidence 
much more doable. 
It is a good idea to list the SLOs for your class in your syllabus so that your students can see, in 
concrete terms, what they can expect to learn in the course. Here, too, a shorter, clearly more 
attainable list is preferable to an exhaustive one.  
(2c) Assessment measures 
Again, for the most part your SLOs will suggest the kinds of assessment methods you might 
choose to gather evidence of student learning.  
There are three things we’d like you to keep in mind here. First, multiple measures give a more 
valid assessment of an outcome than a single measure. Second, using a variety of different 
assessment methods (informal writing, posters, and t ke-home tests, for example) rather than just 
the tried-and-true of your discipline (often formal p pers and sit-down midterm and final exams) 
will give you a variety of types of evidence, and thus a variety of lenses through which to 
observe what your students have learned.  
And third, that kind of variety begins to address the question of access: you will come closer to  
ensuring that the assessment methods you choose provide equitable opportunity for all your 
students when they are offered in multiple formats and media (CAST). 
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(2d) Learning experiences and instruction 
When we know what we want students to learn (our SLOs) and how we will ask them to 
demonstrate their learning (our assessment measures), we need to consider how the course needs 
to prepare students in order for them to have a fightin  chance to be successful on the 
assessments.  
This is broader and more important than  “teaching to the test.” It is about recognizing the 
knowledge and skills students need in order to learn what you are asking them to learn, which 
will in turn prepare them to be successful on your assessments. And it is about structuring the 
instruction and activities in the course so that students can develop that knowledge and those 
skills.  
As we begin to bring final shape to the course in th s step, we must continually consider 
questions of accessibility and usability of information, activities, and means of engagement 
(CAST): What assumptions are you making about students’ ability to engage successfully with 
course materials and assessment methods? How can you design your assessment measures AND 
the information and activities in your course to prvide equitable access to students regardless of 
their backgrounds, preparation for the course, and abilities? 
The Goals and Outcomes Worksheet 
The two page Goals and Outcomes Worksheet included in this Short Guide is a tool to help as 
you think through these steps in relation to your course. It asks you to articulate goals in the three 
categories, define SLOs for each goal, and identify assessment measures for each SLO. And it 
asks you, as a part of this process, to consider your perhaps unrecognized assumptions regarding 
your students and how they will or should be able to work.  
For example, let’s say you want to assess your students’ understanding of a particular area of 
content by having them each give a three minute presentation in class--this might be a “speech” 
or it might be an explanation of how to do a math problem. What kinds of students are being 
privileged? Students with little fear of public speaking or of standing up in front of others; 
students who can articulate their thoughts quickly, concisely, clearly, and loudly enough for the 
class to hear; students whose command of English will allow appropriate expression. Students 
who do not fit these assumptions are in danger of being graded not on their understanding of the 
content, but on their lack of ability to meet our “performance” expectations.  
If this is a public speaking or communications class in which the ability to speak and express 
oneself clearly are fundamental to the course and the discipline (and not just general expectations 
for anyone at the college level), then this may be as it should be. But if this is a math or 
sociology class and our aim is to assess students on content understanding, how can we take a 
valid reading of understanding that is not overly influenced by format or medium? How could 
we design this assessment activity so that some stud n s will not be disadvantaged by our 
assumptions? 
Your answer to this is dependent on many things including time and space constraints, number of 
students, and context within the course. We could offer students a choice of ways to demonstrate 
their understanding, perhaps the choice between doing the three minute presentation and creating 
a poster that explains and illustrates their learning. This would allow students to choose the 
medium in which they feel they can best demonstrate what they know. If the grading criteria are 
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consistent across both formats (through use of a rubric, for example), then this might be a good 
solution. 
Designing for Learning 
Our original, traditional five step course design process has not really changed, has it? 
1. Identify an idea for a course. It might be something you’ve always wanted to teach a 
course about or a course your department has asked you to teach. 
2. Design the course guided by the following questions: 
a. Articulate your goals for student learning in the course: In general, overarching 
terms what do I want my students to learn? 
b. How will I know my students have attained these goals? In other words what, 
specifically, will my students know, be able to do,and/or value as a result of this 
course? In assessment language, these are your Student Learning Outcomes. 
c. What will I ask my students to do in order to demonstrate what they have learned? 
And how can I design the course assessments so as to give every student equitable 
opportunity to demonstrate their learning? The answer to this question is the 
assessment methods you will use throughout the course. 
d. What do students need to know or experience in order to be able to successfully 
demonstrate their learning through the assessment mthods I choose? This will 
suggest the content and activities that need to be included in the course, and on 
what timeline, in order for the students to be appro riately prepared for the 
assessments. And as in (c) above, this question calls on us to design so that all our 
students have equitable opportunity to acquire information and engage in the 
course.  
3. Teach the course (after it has been approved and scheduled through your institution’s 
established processes). This usually involves some a ount of adjustment in light of the 
reality of time constraints and of the population of students in the class.  
4. Calculate final grades, relying on a variety of asses ment data collected throughout the 
semester as evidence of how much a student has learned in the course. 
5. Reflect on how the course went and how students did and take note of improvements to 
be made for the next time you teach it.  
What has changed is the direction of our thinking, as this more fully articulated process asks us 
to think first about student learning across the whole course and then to move backwards to 
design the course to support the learning we seek. Although this may look (from the list) and 
sound onerous, it will become as much second nature to you as the way you go about designing 
courses now.   
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Resources 
On learner-centered teaching  
Blumberg, P. (2009). Developing Learner-Centered Teaching: A Practical Guide for Faculty. 
San Francisco: Jossey-Bass. 
Fink, L. (2003). Creating Significant Learning Experiences: An Integrated Approach to 
Designing College Courses. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass. 
Weimer, M. (2002). Learner-centered Teaching: Five Key Changes to Practice. San Francisco: 
Jossey-Bass. 
On accessibility in learning and teaching 
Center for Applied Special Technology/CAST. Transforming Education through Universal 
Design for Learning.  Retrieved  September 30, 2011, from 
http://www.cast.org/udl/index.html . 
 
Harrison, E. (2006). Working with Faculty toward Universally Designed Instruction. Journal of 
Postsecondary Education And Disability, 19(2) 152-162. 
Wiggins, G., & McTighe, J. (2004). Understanding by Design Professional Development 
Workbook. Alexandria: Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development. 
Wiggins, G., & McTighe, J. (2005). Understanding by Design, expanded 2nd edition. Alexandria: 
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development. 
Other resources used in this work 
Franklin, J. (n.d.). Writing Student-centered Descriptions of Intended Student Learning 
Outcomes. Unpublished manuscript used with author’s permission.  
Keeling and Associates (n.d.). Practical Guide to Writing Student Learning Outcomes. Retrieved  
September 30, 2011, from http://www.eou.edu/saffairs/documents/keeling_doc-1.pdf . 
 







Goals describe the instructor’s 
aims, wishes, or aspirations for 
students in the course. 
♦Goals are general: What new 
capacity is being sought? What 
big ideas are worthy of under-
standing? What provocative 
questions are worth pursuing?  
♦What do you want your 
students to have retained 3 years 
after the course?  
♦What does the program or 
outside agency specify as 
required goals for the course? 
 
Each goal is then broken into 
more specific learning outcomes. 
Learning outcomes provide 
concrete descriptions of people 
performing a task. 
♦Student learning outcomes 
(SLO) are concrete and 
observable and fall into one of 
three categories: knowledge, 
skills, and attitudes. 
♦There is a logical relationship 
between goals and outcomes:  
outcomes make progress toward 
goals observable by identifying 
the actions that signify successful 
completion or performance of a 
task. 
♦Is each SLO specific and   
observable? Is it a result of 
learning?  
How will you know if your 
students have achieved the 
learning outcomes? 
♦How will you know that students 
really understand? How will you 
ask students to demonstrate their 
learning? What will you accept as 
evidence to document and 
validate that a learning outcome 
has been achieved? 
♦How will you ensure that the 
assessment methods and media 
you choose provide equitable 
opportunity for all your students 
to demonstrate what they have 
learned? 
♦Remember that multiple 
measures give a more valid 
assessment. 
What instruction and experience 
do you need to provide your 
students in order for them to 
achieve your learning outcomes? 
♦What information do students 
need in order to be prepared for 
the assessments? What do they 
need to do or experience or 
practice? 
♦How will you make learning 
both effective and engaging 
given your SLOs and needed 
evidence? 
♦What sequence of activity will 
best prepare students to achieve 
your desired results? 
♦Ensure accessibility of all  
 information and activities. 
Adapted from: Franklin, “Writing Student-centered Descriptions of Intended Student Learning Outcomes;” Keeling & Associates, “Practical Guide to 
Writing Student Learning Outcomes”http://www.eou.edu/saffairs/documents/keeling_doc-1.pdf; McTighe & Wiggins, Understanding by Design 
Professional Development Workbook (ASCD 2005).  
 Identify   
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Guide to Backward Design of Courses      
1. Identify overall goals  
• Goals describe the instructor’s aims, wishes, or aspirations for students in the course. 
• Goals are general: What new capacity is being sought? What big ideas are worthy of 
under-standing? What provocative questions are worth pursuing?  
• What do you want your students to have retained 3 years after the course?  
• What does the program or outside agency specify as required goals for the course? 
• Each goal is then broken into more specific learning outcomes. 
2. Specify learning outcomes  
• Student learning outcomes (SLO) are concrete and observable and fall into one of three 
categories: knowledge, skills, and attitudes. 
• There is a logical relationship between goals and outcomes:  outcomes make progress 
toward goals observable by identifying the actions that signify successful completion or 
performance of a task. 
• Is each SLO specific and observable? Is it a result of learning? 
3. Determine appropriate evidence 
• How will you know that students really understand? How will you ask students to 
demonstrate their learning? What will you accept as evidence to document and validate 
that a learning outcome has been achieved? 
• How will you ensure that the assessment methods and media you choose provide equitable 
opportunity for all your students to demonstrate what they have learned? 
• Remember that multiple measures give a more valid assessment. 
4. Plan learning experiences and instruction 
• What instruction and experience do you need to provide your students in order for 
them to achieve your learning outcomes? 
• What information do students need in order to be prepared for the assessments? What 
do they need to do or experience or practice? 
• How will you make learning both effective and engaging given your SLOs and needed 
evidence? 
• What sequence of activity will best prepare students to achieve your desired results? 
• Ensure accessibility of all information and activities. 
Adapted from: Franklin, “Writing Student-centered Descriptions of Intended Student Learning 
Outcomes;” Keeling & Associates, “Practical Guide to Writing Student Learning Outcomes” 
http://www.eou.edu/saffairs/documents/keeling_doc-1.pdf; McTighe & Wiggins, Understanding by 
Design Professional Development Workbook (ASCD 2004).  
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Resources Related to Universal Design  
 
Web sites 
Center for Applied Special Technology  http://cast.org 
CAST has been working in the field for many years, and their website offers everything 
from definitions and explanations of Universal Design for Learning to guidelines and 
tools for curriculum development.  
University of Connecticut Center on Postsecondary Education and Disability   
http://www.cped.uconn.edu/ 
UConn’s Center coined the term Universal Design for Instruction when they began to 
explore this area. Their website houses many specific tools for faculty under the 
Facultyware link. 
DO-IT Center  http://www.washington.edu/doit  
The DO-IT project began as a FIPSE-funded program and has grown to house a vast array 
of resources related to disability at postsecondary institutions. If you want checklists for 
what to do for specific disabilities, this may be the site for you.  
Flinders University   
http://www.flinders.edu.au/teaching/quality/teaching-methods/inclusive-teaching/inclusive-
teaching_home.cfm 
Inclusive teaching resources at an Australian university. 
San Francisco State University Center for Teaching and Faculty Development  
http://ctfd.sfsu.edu/udl.htm 
Look at SFSU’s take on Universal Design for Learning. 
Society for Disability Studies  http://www.disstudies.org/ 
Web site for the Disability Studies professional association in the US that can provide an 
understanding of the socially constructed nature of the concept of “disability.”  
Universal Design Education  http://www.udeducation.org/ 
This site focuses on the roots of the concept of universal design in the physical, built 
environment. 
University of Guelph  www.tss.uoguelph.ca/uid 
         Universal Instructional Design at a Canadian university.
University of Oregon Teaching Effectiveness Program   
http://tep.uoregon.edu/resources/universaldesign/intro.html 
And a look at Universal Design in College Instruction at another US university. 
 
Books and articles 
Bowe, F. (2000).  Universal Design in Education: Teaching Nontraditional Students.  Westport, 
CN, Bergin & Garvey. 
Christophersen, Jon (2002). Universal Design: 17 Ways of Thinking and Teaching. Norway, 
Husbanken. 
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Clapton, J & Fitzgerald, J (2003). New Renaissance Magazine on-line, The History of Disability: A 
History of ‘Otherness’. http://www.ru.org/artother.html 
Coombs, Norman (2010). Making Online Teaching Accessible: Inclusive Course Design for 
Students with Disabilities. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass. 
Curriculum Transformation and Disability (CTAD): Implementing Universal Design in Higher 
Education. http://www.education.umn.edu/crdeul/books-ctad.html  
Lazzaro, Joseph (1993).  Adaptive Technologies for Learning and Work Environments.  Chicago:   
American Library Association.   
Rose, David H. &  Anne Meyer (2002). Teaching Every Student in the Digital Age: Universal 
Design for Learning . Alexandria, Virginia, Association for Supervision and Curriculum 
Development. 
Wiggins, Grant & McTighe, Jay. (2005). Understanding by Design (2
nd
 ed.). Alexandria, Virginia, 
Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development. 
